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Abstract — Schemas are generally used to get the contents and
structure of XML documents. As schemas are big in size and
complex as well so they are difficult to handle manually. The
ability to convert a single schema to query or a bunch of
schemas is useful in many ways to get structural schema
components. Hence proposing a new query language , named
XSPath. This language is mainly for XML schema which
basically works on graphical based representation of schemas.
So that its capable for navigation and it easily allows the proper
selection of nodes. Also proposing XPath / XQuery – based
conversion that can be useful for the evaluation of XSPath
queries. In this way the usability and efficiency of proposed
technique is been presented within EX-up system.

according to their values for properties like minimal and
maximal occurrences of an element. In XQuery, different
types of input and functions are defined in terms of regular
expression types, but it is very easy to write queries that
generate non-regular languages. Any type system for
XQuery need to be dependent on a type inference process
which gives the (possibly non-regular) output type of a
query. This process, while compulsory and not avoidable,
may significantly decrease the precision of the inferred
types. This system, which relies on some overapproximating rules for expressions generally used in
practice, like for iteration, for instance. Alternative way of
undesired over-approximation is given by rules to type
horizontal and upward XPath axes, for which the type is
always defined. Another and more precise way for typing
XQuery has been proposed and used as a basis for other
proposals. This type of system has more pinpoint type
inference, at the cost an improved computational
complexity. Though these methods are well-known by the
database and programming language communities, thorough,
and complete analysis shows in which the two proposals
differ in terms of optimization and complexity for type
inference, is still not getting.
Schemas can be small and regular but the data are
big and complex in some of the large domains as in aviation
or weather information. As the verbose textual
representation of XML schema is quiet complex so it is very
critical to study it manually. To overcome this problem,
logical representation of XML schemas came into picture.
Some of the tools are also available to explore schemas into
their graphical notation form. But it doesn’t satisfy all needs
of schema retrieval. The proposed technique focuses on a
query language, named XSPath[1]. This language satisfies
expressing retrieval needs on schemas without considering
verbose XML schema syntax. As well it simplify retrieval
tasks and offers flexibility to a query language. Schema
contained in XML Schema is itself an XML document. To
query different schemas, generally simple approaches could
be used like XPath or XQuery. But these simple solutions
does not reflect the complex expressions as per user’s
intention. Suppose, we want to denote the global employees
element in the schema as shown in Fig 1.
The XPath expression
/schema/ element
[@name=”employees”] could be analyzed to retrieve the
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I. INTRODUCTION
There are different schema languages which have been
proposed (DTD, XML Schema etc.). After comparing their
expressiveness it is been concluded that the most commonly
used language is W3C recommendation XML Schema
which totally depends on XML based representation[8].
XML became the easier way to represent data with loose
structure. Furthermore it became universal data
representation format with its flexibility. As well it was
treated as medium for exchanging data between different
applications. XML Schemas are employed for describing the
type and structure of information contained in valid XML
documents. However, XML Schemas are XML documents.
Hence, the structure of a schema can be followed and its
components (namely, element declarations, complex and
simple type declarations, and complex types structures) can
be optimized through a path language. A schema basically
consists a set of elements and type declarations, where each
element is associated with a locally defined or a global type,
constraining its structure. Cardinality constraints can be
specified both for operators and sub elements. Because of
the hierarchical nature of XML Schema, navigational
expressions on the schema structure are a natural means to
retrieve its main components (namely, element declarations,
complex and simple type definitions), to navigate in
complex type structures, and to filter schema elements
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usability and efficiency of the givenapproach is covered up
within the EX-up system. The approach of EX-up system
provides a navigational XML query language with
efficiency, easy way of working and simplified expression.
Thus proposed a new language called XSPath which is
specially designed to retrieve components of XML schema.
This language simplifies the retrieval task as well it is
offering a flexibility and power of query language over
different tools. Main feature of this language is we can
specify all the expressions in the form of two-level graphical
notation, which can be termed as abstraction of the schemas.
This abstract representation makes the expression
specification more easier and as well it solves the gap
between graph based and textual representation of schemas.
The language in this way navigate throughout the nesting
structure of element declarations. Transformation of XSPath
expressions into XPath expressions is also key key feature of
proposed language. In this way a static analysis is defined to
reduce the size of the resulting expression with the help of
transformation of each step. An efficient navigation
approach to querying on XML schemas using the Ex-up
technique which improves the usability of XML schema
through XSPath language that gives accuracy with the help
of translation and optimized algorithms.
This work is explained in different chapters. Most
closely related work is surveyed in Chapter 2. Chapter 3
defines problem statement. Whereas chapter 4 gives brief
idea about Architecture. Finally will Conclude the overall
concept.

employees element. This expression is known as verbose and

<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<xs:schema id="Employees" xmlns=""
xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"
xmlns:msdata="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:xmlmsdata">
<xs:element name="Employees"
msdata:IsDataSet="true"
msdata:UseCurrentLocale="true">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:choice minOccurs="0"
maxOccurs="unbounded">
<xs:element name="emp">
<xs:complexType>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name="ID"
type="xs:int"
minOccurs="0" />
<xs:element name="Name"
type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" />
<xs:element name="City"
type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" />
<xs:element name="Dept"
type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" />
<xs:element name="Salary"
type="xs:float" minOccurs="0" />
</xs:sequence>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>
</xs:choice>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:element>

II. RELATED WORK
Lots of contributions focus on the satisfactory problem of
XPath queries. So the practical algorithm was presented for
testing the satisfiability[3]. Next to that the problem of
satisfaction of XPath expressions was investigated. To
overcome this the new algorithm came into picture to test
satisfiability of XPath queries but it was only for nonrecursive DTD’s and not for XPath axes[5][16].Data mining
extracts useful information from the XML document. The
association rule mining gives a tree format representation
for the XML document. In existing system the TAR (Tree
Based Association Rule) gives approximate results to the
query, hence it decreases the answering ratio. Performance
degradation is avoided by indexing technique to increases
the efficiency of the result[2]. Next to that a novel and
alternate approach was identified to optimize XPath queries
by reducing wildcard steps[4]. More precise and efficient
algorithms for checking of strings with and without
modifications according to deterministic finite state
automata. These algorithms are essential for efficient
validation of the content models of elements[15]. The

</xs:schema>
it prefers simpler expression. We can extend this query as : “
find the city element declaration within employees” which
makes the XPath expression much more complicated but the
extended form gives much more simplified version. To
specify the occurrence of referral element within global
element requires expressions over internal links. Navigation
of such links is difficult in XPath.
Fig.1. Employees.xsd schema
Key feature of this new language is that the schema
expressions are specified in two level graphical notation. It
makes all expressions easier to navigate. This proposed
architecture gives translation of XSPath expression into
XQuery expression. Likewise implementing XSPath with
translation is just to use XPath/XQuery engine rather than
developing new featured engine. An improvement of the
6
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problem of checking whether the result of XML query
satisfy the given type was focused[6]. A main feature of
XQuery is its type system. The types of functions and input
data in the form of regular expressions are defined in
XQuery[17]. The XQuery has to depend on type inference
process which approximates the type of output of query.
This process is compulsory and unavoidable but it decreases
the uniqueness of inferred types. To avoid this
approximation critical issues regarding core of XQuery and
its type language miniXQuery were studied[6].
Concerning XPath query, its first evaluation algorithm
was presented which runs in polynomial time considering
size of both data and query[7]. After considering the
evaluation algorithm a schema dependent approach was
identified to check XPath query in order to find semantic
errors[8]. No results of queries shows that there is a semantic
error in queries. As manual schema formation leads to
errors, a user must needs to be familiar with the schema of
the queried data and with implementation information of the
query engine[18]. Thus, automatic optimization techniques
have been developed and came into picture for decades in
database management systems for the correctness of
schemas operation. Hence focused on the problem of
satisfiability for XML queries formulated in XPath
language[9].
The different facilities provided by main DBMSs to work
with XML Schema and their level of support to schema
evolution and versioning was came into picture. The brief
study regarding schema evolution and versioning was
introduced[10]. Considering schema evolution the problem
regarding it was investigated. Firstly different kind of
changes were discussed that might be required on an XML
Schema. Proceeding to that minimizing document
revalidation was introduced to detect some parts of the
document to invalidate by schema changes[11]. The main
contribution in operating schema was revealed by
introducing extension of SQL called SchemaSQL which
gives the ability of uniform manipulation of data as well as
meta-data in multi-database system. To achieve these
features a special syntax and semantics of SchemaSQL was
developed in such a way that it would extend the previous
SQL syntax which gives (1)It supports both data as well as
meta-data for querying. (2) It can represent data in database
format in which data and meta-data can be interchanged. (3)
It creates views whose schema is dynamically dependent on
input. (4) SchemaSQL allows horizontal aggregation. (5)
SchemaSQL supports for data and meta-data management in
multi-database by interoperability[12]. The W3C introduced
a query language SPAQL 1.1 for RDF data. It allowed
queries to evaluate regular expressions over graph data.
These expressions are different from regular expressions

likewise they have numerical occurrence as well their
semantics over graph are defined in non-standard
manner[13]. XML graphs is simple and effective way of
representing XML documents in program analysis. This
graph notation technique have evolved through different
range of applications. Hence presented an outline for XML
graphs including its key properties against different kind of
schema languages. To study the graph notation a survey was
conducted for different applications like XML in JSP, Java
and XSLT[14]. XML schemas evolved as different
applications get integrated , but it is more important to check
the validity of the document to relate one schema with other
schema. After modification to the XML document, it is
necessary to validate schema. Hence It was focused that how
to conform an XML Schema or DTD to find out
conformance with other schema[15].

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
An efficient navigation approach to querying on XML
schemas using the Ex-up technique which improves the
usability of XML schema through XSPath language that
gives accuracy with the help of translation and optimized
algorithms. XML schema gives a set of different facilities to
give the structure and contents of XML documents. Path
expression is the main part of XSPath. The notation of
XPath and XSPath expression is same which consists of
sequence of all steps.

IV.

OVERVIEW

Since a schema is an XML document, one could directly
use the XPath language for the specification of navigational
expressions on schemas. However, this would result in the
specification of complex expressions that do not return what
users expect when formulating them. Moreover, path
expressions over internal links are not supported and
navigating through links. XML schema explanation and
querying is to provide a logical model of XML schema
proposed different approaches. XPath introduced the concept
of retrieval of elements on the basis of type of elements and
attributes.[13] A different approach to navigate the structure
of XML schemas within Java Programs based on APIs[2].
Considering all previous specifications proposed a query
language, named XSPath, specifically for XML schema that
gives logical graph-based representations of schemas, which
enables the navigation, and allows the selection of nodes.
Also proposed system specifies XPath / XQuery-based
transformation for the evaluation of XSPath queries. Ex-up
technique is used for translation and evolution of XSPath
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expression. The overall architecture is shown in the
following Fig. 2
As shown in above diagram the prerequisites of the
system are; there should present both XML and the related
Schema files. The schema file must be of the same type of
the XML file. The system will verify both files that both are
related to each other because the XML file and its Schema
file are those contents which needs to work properly. After
verification those files gets loaded with the help of parser.
After completion of all the above mentioned steps proposed
XSPath system loads XSPath syntax and its co-related
functions. Now the system is ready to use. User can give a
query dependent on the XML file. Query will retrieve the
required information from XML file. But the syntax must be
correct to operate on file. The fired query needs to travel
through whole data structure to get output. The given system
will check the syntax of query as it is in the proper format or
not. If the query is in proper format then it proceeds to the
system for giving output. In this way the working of the
whole system is been defined with the help of this
architecture.

User

Select XML &
Schema File

As shown in above diagram the prerequisites of the
system are; there should present both XML and the related
Schema files. The schema file must be of the same type of
the XML file. The system will verify both files that both are
related to each other because the XML file and its Schema
file are those contents which needs to work properly. After
verification those files gets loaded with the help of parser.
After completion of all the above mentioned steps proposed
XSPath system loads XSPath syntax and its co-related
functions. Now the system is ready to use. User can give a
query dependent on the XML file. Query will retrieve the
required information from XML file. But the syntax must be
correct to operate on file. The fired query needs to travel
through whole data structure to get output. The given system
will check the syntax of query as it is in the proper format or
not. If the query is in proper format then it proceeds to the
system for giving output. In this way the working of the
whole system is been defined with the help of this
architecture.
CONCLUSION
Defined a type analysis for the given language that optimizes
schema conversion with translation algorithm independently.
As well given a specification of the conversion of XSPath to
XPath and
its schema-independent transformation to
XQuery. XPath evoluation algorithm is introduced to derive
correctness and complexity of result conversion. In this way
Ex-up is an optimized technique for translation and
evolution of XSPath expression.
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system
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Files
XSPath
library
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